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Automatic statistical evaluation of quality of unit selection
speech synthesis with different prosody manipulations

Jǐŕı Přibil1,2 , Anna Přibilová1 , Jindřich Matoušek2

Quality of speech synthesis is a crucial issue in comparison of various text-to-speech (TTS) systems. We proposed a
system for automatic evaluation of speech quality by statistical analysis of temporal features (time duration, phrasing, and
time structuring of an analysed sentence) together with standard spectral and prosodic features. This system was successfully
tested on sentences produced by a unit selection speech synthesizer with a male as well as a female voice using two different

approaches to prosody manipulation. Experiments have shown that for correct, sharp, and stable results all three types of
speech features (spectral, prosodic, and temporal) are necessary. Furthermore, the number of used statistical parameters has
a significant impact on the correctness and precision of the evaluated results. It was also demonstrated that the stability of
the whole evaluation process is improved by enlarging the used speech material. Finally, the functionality of the proposed
system was verified by comparison of the results with those of the standard listening test.
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1 Introduction

Speech quality can be evaluated by various subjective
and objective measures and methods. Subjective assess-
ment is usually based on the perception of intelligibility,
naturalness, similarity, quality, etc. The most used sub-
jective measures are the mean opinion score (with ap-
plication in the area of emotional speech recognition [1],
speech corpus annotation [2], etc), the comparison cat-
egory rating [3], the preference test [4] (ABX test rep-
resenting a choice from two alternatives – eg to find
the best resemblance between the original and the tar-
get synthetic speech), or the choice from among various
application-specific possibilities. In the objective estima-
tion, the speech spectrum may be compared using various
methods, or pitch and voicing errors may be evaluated.
Most objective evaluation methods use various types of
spectral or prosodic features. The most used ones are
mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) with a large
application area in sound classification tasks [5], auto-
matic speech or speaker recognition [6], age estimation,
classification of expressive speech, etc. The MFCCs are
subsequently used in the evaluation process based on
a statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA), hypothesis
tests, etc [7]. The automatic speech recognition (ASR)
approaches [8] or the ASR based on hidden Markov
models [9] are often used for evaluation of the syn-
thetic speech. Perceptual evaluation of speech quality
(PESQ; ITU-T recommendation P.862) [10]) was the
most popularly used objective measure incorporating a
perceptual model for speech quality assessment for tele-
phony applications and narrow-band speech coders [11].
Both approaches (subjective and objective ones) are also

combined [12, 13]. While in the synthetized speech by
coders for telephone applications the main important
parameters are the bandwidth (eg narrow-band, wide-
band, super-wideband), the sampling frequency, the bit-
rate, etc determining the final quality of the synthetized
speech, in our case of the text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis
they are irrelevant.

The main motivation of this work was to design, real-
ize, and test a system for automatic evaluation of speech
quality as an alternative to the standard subjective lis-
tening test. Previous analysis has shown that supra-
segmental features derived from time durations of voiced
and unvoiced speech parts [14] must be comprised in the
complex automatic system evaluating the quality of syn-
thetic speech by comparison of two or more utterances
synthesized by different TTS systems. Speech features
based on MFCCs or other spectral properties cannot ren-
der changes in the time structure caused by prosody ma-
nipulation during the process of speech synthesis. There-
fore, time-domain speech features are also necessary for
comparison of a synthetic utterance generated by a TTS
system and an original speech of a given speaker – dif-
fering in the way of phrase creation, the speed of the
utterance, and/or the time-domain changes in prosody
production, etc. This article describes the function of the
proposed system for automatic assessment of synthetic
speech signal quality in terms of similarity with the origi-
nal by evaluation of features derived from time durations
of voiced and unvoiced speech parts. The proposed sys-
tem for automatic objective evaluation could replace a
subjective method of listening tests when it is difficult to
discern audible differences or there is a problem with re-
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the automatic system for evaluation of the synthetic speech, including the speech database pre-processing

production for a greater number of listeners in the same
auditory conditions, etc.

Then, the contribution deals at length with a pro-
cedure of acquisition of voiced and unvoiced time du-
rations in the speech signal by the detected fundamen-
tal frequency and energy curves together with a method
for determination of standard spectral and prosodic fea-
tures. The temporal features themselves are computed
using different statistical parameters for the creation of
a database classified by individual male/female speakers.
Next, it is focused on the description of experiments ver-
ifying functionality and stability of evaluation of the syn-
thetic speech signal quality by the proposed automatic
system. Finally, the results are compared with those of
the listening tests using the same synthetic speech cor-
pus.

2 USED EVALUATION METHOD

2.1 Basic principles of the applied method of speech

quality evaluation

The whole automatic evaluation process starts with
the initial phase of creating the databases from the anal-
ysed male and female natural utterances and the syn-
thetic ones generated by different methods of TTS synthe-
sis, different synthesis parameters, etc. Each of these basic
databases consists of the time duration features (TDUR),
the supra-segmental prosodic parameters (PROS), and
the basic and supplementary spectral properties (SPEC1,
SPEC2). In the next step, separate calculations of the sta-
tistical parameters (STP) are made for every speaker and

every speech feature. The determined statistical param-
eters together with the speech feature values are stored
for next use in separate databases depending on the used
input signal (DBORIG , DBSYNT1 , DBSYNT2) and the
speaker (male/female) - see the upper part of the block
diagram in Fig. 1. Statistical analysis of the speech fea-
tures saved in these databases yields various STP: ba-
sic low-level statistics (mean, median, relative max/min,
range, dispersion, standard deviation, etc) and/or high-
level statistics (flatness, skewness, kurtosis, covariance,
etc).

The second phase is represented by practical evalu-
ation of the processed data: construction of histograms
of feature value distribution, calculation of the ANOVA
statistics and probability assessment of the hypothesis
resulting from the Ansari-Bradley test (ASB). It makes
a decision about equality of two distributions or differ-
ence in their variances. A similar test is the Wilcoxon
test (Mann-Whitney U test) determining equality of two
distributions by their medians or inequality of the medi-
ans [15, 16]. The output of these tests is also the proba-
bility of the null hypothesis about identical distributions.
If this probability is higher than a significance level, the
hypothesis logical value is zero and the null hypothesis
cannot be rejected. Otherwise, the logical value is one
and the null hypothesis can be rejected.

Three output parameters for comparison of the values
between the original speech Orig and the synthesized one
Synt1/Synt2 are further calculated: root-mean-square
(RMS) distances (DhRMS ) between the preliminary cal-
culated histograms for each of speech features, DaGRP

– distances between group means of the ANOVA, and
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Table 1. Used types of speech features

Feature type Feature description

Prosodic F0 , signal energy (Enc0) , differential F0 (F0DIFF) ,

(PROS) jitter, shimmer, zero-crossing period, zero-crossing frequency

Basic spectral first two formants (F1, F2) , their ratio (F1/F2) ,
(SPEC1) spectral tilt (decrease), spectral spread, first four cepstral coefficients (c1–c4)

Supplementary spectral harmonics-to-noise ratio, spectral centroid, spectral flatness,
(SPEC2) Shannon, Rényi, and Tsallis spectral entropies
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Fig. 2. Example of voicing determination from F0 contour with
applied energy threshold: (a) – speech signal together with F0

contour, (b) – Enc0 contour, applied threshold Enmin = 0.02,
eliminated parts at the beginning and at the end, (c) – finally

determined voiced/unvoiced parts

the hypothesis value with its probability (h/p). For ev-
ery speech feature, the obtained DhRMS values and their
STP are next used to compare similarity to the original -
see the evaluation phase in the bottom part of the block
diagram in Fig. 1. The partial decision is determined for
the total number of NSTP processed values by apply-
ing the majority function to each of the obtained partial
results. Then, the majority function is applied again to
these partial decision values to get the final decision about
the proximity of the tested synthetic speech produced by
the TTS system to the original speech utterance. The out-
put value “1” (“2”) means Synt1 (Synt2) close to Orig
and “0” denotes similarity due to differences below the set
threshold. This objective evaluation result corresponds to
the subjective listening test choice “A sounds similar to
B” [2] with small or indiscernible perceptual differences.
The final decision about better synthesis is determined
using the majority function of the partial results.

2.2 Determination of various types of speech features

Before the creation of databases of speech features and
STP, the speech signal is processed in weighted frames.
The signal energy calculated from the first cepstral coeffi-
cient c0 (Enc0) is used to eliminate speech pauses at the
beginning and at the end of the uttered sentence. Only

voiced or unvoiced frames with the energy higher than
the chosen threshold Enmin are used in the next pro-
cessing - see a demonstration example in Fig. 2(a),(b).
The analysed signal should always begin and end with
unvoiced parts, but the energy lower than a threshold
may cut these parts. Consequently, if the speech signal
begins and/or ends with a voiced part, the unvoiced part
with the mean duration of all unvoiced parts is inserted
at the beginning and/or the end of this signal. Thus, the
F0 contour of the analysed sentence can be divided into
N voiced parts and N + 1 unvoiced parts with various
durations as documented in Fig. 2(c). In this way, the
following five types of TDUR features are determined:

1. Lv – absolute duration of a voiced part in frames (N
values),

2. Lu – absolute duration of an unvoiced part in frames
(N + 1 values),

3. LV/U-L – a ratio of absolute durations of voiced and

unvoiced parts adjacent to the left of the former:
Lv1/Lu1, . . . , LvN/LuN ,

4. LV/U-R – a ratio of absolute durations of voiced and
unvoiced parts adjacent to the right of the former:
Lv1/Lu2, . . . , LvN/LuN+1 ,

5. LV/U-LR – a ratio of the duration of a voiced part and

the mean duration of unvoiced parts adjacent to the
left and right:
Lv1/(Lu1 + Lu2), . . . , LvN/(LuN + LuN+1).

Apart from the TDUR features, the contours of F0

and signal energy are used to determine standard supra-
segmental (prosodic) parameters. Other speech features
are the segmental (spectral) ones designated in each frame
of the input sentence from the smoothed spectral envelope
or the power spectral density, see Tab. 1.

3 MATERIAL, EXPERIMENTS

AND RESULTS

3.1 Used speech material

The first of the used speech databases represents the
original natural speech (further called Orig ) consisting of
declarative sentences uttered by four professional speak-
ers – 2 males (M1 and M2) and 2 females (F1 and F2)
in the Czech language. The second and third databases
comprise sentences with the same contents produced by
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Fig. 3. Visualization of multiple comparison of group means of
ANOVA applied to the speech features EnR0 , Skurt , SHE with

calculated distances DOrig/Synt1,2 for the male speaker M1

two different speech synthesis methods with the voices
based on the original speakers of the first database. The
TTS synthesizer uses either the unit selection method
(USEL) [17] with the rule-based prosody manipulation
(further called TTSSynt1 ) [18] or the modified version
of the unit selection method reflecting the final sylla-
ble status (further called TTSSynt2 ) [19]. The collected
database consists of 50 sentences from each of the four
original speakers (200 in total) and the two types of syn-
thesized sentences (50+50 from the male voice M1, 40+40
from the remaining speakers M2, F1, and F2). Speech
signals of all processed sentences (original as well as syn-
thetic ones) were sampled at 16 kHz and their duration
ranged from 2.5 to 5 seconds. The frame length for spec-
tral analysis depends on the mean pitch period of the
speech signal. In these experiments, 24 ms frames were
chosen for the male voices and 20 ms frames for the fe-
male ones so that the frame duration was at least twice
the pitch period (see the speakers mean F0 values in

Tab. 2). Calculation of TDUR features was supplemented
with the determination of the fundamental frequency F0

by the autocorrelation analysis method with experimen-
tally chosen pitch ranges from 55 Hz to 250 Hz for the
male voices and from 105 Hz to 350 Hz for the female
ones.

Table 2. Detailed description of used speech material in performed
experiments

Speaker F0Mean No of sentences/TDUR (s)/No of frames*
type (Hz) Originals TTSSynt1 TTSSynt2

M1 (AJ) 120 50/133/9166 50/122/9631 50/120/9561

M2 (JS) 100 50/132/9204 40/103/7735 40/100/7648

F1 (KI) 215 50/137/9596 40/102/8115 40/98/7838

F2 (SK) 195 50/141/9876 40/97/8533 40/94/7518

∗ frames processed excluding beginning and ending parts
with low energy

Table 3. Values of the Ansari-Bradley hypothesis test for three
speech features corresponding to Fig. 3.

Feature Hypothesis/probability values* Partial results
type Orig vs. Synt1 Orig vs. Synt2

EnR0 0/0.21 1 / 0.014 Better Synt1

Skurt 1/4.39 10−5 0/0.23 Better Synt2

SHE 1/1.18 10−5 1/4.71 10−5 Similar

∗ for 5% significance level

3.2 Description of performed experiments and obtained

results

The main purpose of the performed experiments was
to test the functionality of the designed automatic evalu-
ation system. Partial results documenting the process of
computation and comparison for each of the functional
blocks are presented in a graphical as well as a numeri-
cal form. Graphs in Fig. 3 visualize multiple comparisons
of group means of the ANOVA applied on the speech
signal energy determined by the first autocorrelation co-
efficient R0 (EnR0), the spectral kurtosis (Skurt), and
the Shannon spectral entropy (SHE) including calculated
distances between the original and each of two tested syn-
theses. Table 3 shows the corresponding values of null
hypothesis/probability values for 5% significance level of
the ASB hypothesis test together with partial decision re-
sults. Figure 4 represents histograms of voiced/unvoiced
time duration parts and their ratios together with cal-
culated RMS distances. Bar-graphs of selected statisti-
cal parameters of three TDUR features are shown in
Fig. 5. Figure 6 presents partial percentages obtained by
ANOVA, ASB hypothesis test, RMS distances from his-
tograms of spectral and prosodic features used for the
finally calculated majority result after fusion. Two auxil-
iary comparison experiments were realized with the aim
to analyse:
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Fig. 4. Histograms for: (a) – voiced, (b) – unvoiced time duration parts, and (c) – their ratios, with calculated RMS distances between
the original and the respective synthesis (left graphs), box-plot of basic statistical parameters (right graphs) for the female speaker F1

1. effect of the number of used statistical parameters
NSTP = {3, 5, 7, 10, 16} on the obtained evaluation
results, see the graphical comparison for the male
speaker M1 and the female one F1 in Fig. 7,

2. influence of different types of used speech features
(temporal, spectral, prosodic) on the accuracy and sta-
bility of the final evaluation results, see the numerical
results for M1 and F1 in Tabs. 4 and 5.

Finally, numerical comparison with the results obtained
by the listening tests for each of four tested speakers
(M1,2+F1,2) was performed – see the bar-graph com-
parison in Fig. 8.

Subjective quality of synthetic speech was assessed by
a large preference listening test. The used two variants
of the TTS synthesis of a sentence were the same as
in the automatic system. The final set of 100 pairs of
randomly selected sentences comprised 4 different male
and female voices with 25 pairs per voice. The subjective
test experiment was attended by 22 listeners (14 males
and 8 females) in the age from 20 to 55 years during the

time period from 7th to 20th March 2017. The listeners
were recommended to use headphones and to perform
the test in quiet noise conditions. There was a possibility
of repeated listening of every audio stimulus and then
one of the following choices had to be selected “A sounds
better”, “A sounds similar to B”, or “B sounds better”.
The performed listening test was described in more detail
in [19].

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The performed experiments have confirmed that the
proposed automatic evaluation system is functional, and
the obtained results are comparable with the ones of the
standard listening test method. This fact is documented
by graphical comparison in Fig. 8. It means that the basic
motivation task was fulfilled in principle - the substitu-
tion of the subjective evaluation by the objective one to
eliminate the main disadvantage of human assessment:
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Fig. 6. Visualization of partial scores and a final score after fusion using only spectral and prosodic features for: (a) – male voice M1
(fusion of 68 % for “Better Synt2”), (b) – female voice F1 (fusion of 53% as “Similar”); applied NSTP = 5

Table 4. Influence of used types of speech features on evaluation
results for the male speaker M1

Feature type Evaluation results
Partial* Final**

TDUR 2 (57%) Better Synt2

SPEC1+SPEC2 1 (63%) Better Synt1

PROS+SPEC1,2 1 (57%) Better Synt1

TDUR+PROS+SPEC1,2 2 (59%) Better Synt2

* NSTP = 16 was applied, ** For 5 % similarity threshold

subjectivity, lack of reproducibility, dependence on envi-
ronmental conditions, and very high time consumption.

According to a detailed analysis, the evaluation cor-

rectness depends principally on the used number of statis-

tical parameters. It is significant mainly in the case of the

testing sentences of a female voice – as documented by the

bar-graph comparison in Fig. 7. Using NSTP = 3, the sen-

tences produced by the first synthesis method [19] were

wrongly evaluated as better, for NSTP = 5, the decision

falls to the “Similar” category, and only for NSTP ≥ 7 the

obtained results are correct (Synt2 is better) and sta-

ble. Next auxiliary analysis shows principal importance

of application of all types of speech features (temporal,

prosodic, and spectral) for correct complex evaluation

of the synthetic speech. This is relevant especially for
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Table 5. Influence of used types of speech features on evaluation
results for the female F1.

Feature type Evaluation results
Partial* Final**

TDUR 2 (56 %) Better Synt2

SPEC1+SPEC2 1 (58 %) Better Synt1

PROS+SPEC1,2 1 (52 %) Similar

TDUR+PROS+SPEC1,2 2 (57 %) Better Synt2

* NSTP = 16 was applied, ** For 5 % similarity threshold

the compared synthesized speech signals differing only in
prosodic manipulation in this speech corpus. Using only
the spectral features brings non-stable or contradictory
results and also application of the mixed prosodic and
spectral features without the time-duration ones gives no
correct results – as confirmed by the obtained final results
in the last columns in Tab. 4 and Tab. 5. As regards the
speaker gender, the male voice is classified better than the

female one by this evaluation system. It may be caused
by higher variability of female voices and its effect on the
supra-segmental area (changes in energy and F0 ), the
spectral domain, and the changes in time duration rela-
tions.

The building of the database of temporal features is
rather time-consuming and must be processed off-line. In
addition, the current realization of the whole automatic
evaluation system was implemented in the Matlab envi-
ronment. The computational complexity must be anal-
ysed and the algorithm must be optimized to increase
the computing speed and to enable real-time evaluation
of the statistical parameters. Once the critical points are
found, the algorithm can be implemented in a higher pro-
gramming language.

Soon, we will try to collect larger speech databases,
including a greater number of speakers. Then, in the
databases, more different methods of speech synthesis
based on a deep neural network (DNN) paradigm [20],
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such as long short-term memory (LSTM) networks [20],
WaveNet [21] or WaveRNN [22] will be incorporated. At
present, we also can produce the synthesis speech in the
Slovak language which is similar to Czech [23], so the ap-
plication of Slovak in the proposed evaluation system is
expected. Finally, we will try to improve the results of
objective evaluation by adding other statistical analysis
methods or parameters, such as intraclass correlation or
Fleiss’ kappa, by inputting them to the fusion block for
final decision determination.
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